
a very simple
apartment
tour



Let's talk!

Which flat do you
like more? Why? 

What objects can
you see in both

flats?

Which of 2 flats is
more comfortable

for living? Why? 

Use at least 3 words
to describe each flat.



1.carpet

Vocabulary
Look at the picture of the living room below. Match the words to the numbers. 

2.ceiling

3.cushion

4.coffee table

5.armchair

6.sofa

7.picture

8.lamp



1.carpet

ANSWERS
Look at the picture of the living room below. Match the words to the numbers. 

2.ceiling

3.cushion

4.coffee table

5.armchair

6.sofa

7.picture

8.lamp1

2

3

4

8

5
6

7



1.wardrobe

2.mirror

3.bedside table

4.bed 

5.blanket

6.chest of drawers

7.floor

8.pillow

Vocabulary
Look at the picture of the bedroom below. Match the words to the numbers. 



1.wardrobe

2.mirror

3.bedside table

4.bed 

5.blanket

6.chest of drawers

7.floor

8.pillow

ANSWERS
Look at the picture of the bedroom below. Match the words to the numbers. 

1

2

3

4
8

56

7



1.blinds

2.drawer

3.toiletries

4.shower

5.bin

6.sink

7.soap

8.plant

vocabulary
Look at the picture of the bathroom below. Match the words to the numbers. 



1.blinds

2.drawer

3.toiletries

4.shower

5.bin

6.sink

7.soap

8.plant

ANSWERS
Look at the picture of the bathroom below. Match the words to the numbers. 

1

2

3
4

8

5

6
7



sink

let's play!

bin

blinds

Be the first to say which one IS NOT in the picture! You can use reactions/emojis to
answer.



sink

let's play!

bin

blinds

Be the first to say which one IS NOT in the picture! You can use reactions/emojis to
answer.



blinds

wardrobe

mirror

let's play!
Be the first to say which one IS NOT in the picture! You can use reactions/emojis to

answer.



blinds

wardrobe

mirror

let's play!
Be the first to say which one IS NOT in the picture! You can use reactions/emojis to

answer.



coffee table

chest of 
drawers

carpet

let's play!
Be the first to say which one IS NOT in the picture! You can use reactions/emojis to

answer.



coffee table

chest of 
drawers

carpet

let's play!
Be the first to say which one IS NOT in the picture! You can use reactions/emojis to

answer.



picture

armchair

ceiling

let's play!
Be the first to say which one IS NOT in the picture! You can use reactions/emojis to

answer.



picture

armchair

ceiling

let's play!
Be the first to say which one IS NOT in the picture! You can use reactions/emojis to

answer.



sink

toiletries

plant

let's play!
Be the first to say which one IS NOT in the picture! You can use reactions/emojis to

answer.



sink

toiletries

plant

let's play!
Be the first to say which one IS NOT in the picture! You can use reactions/emojis to

answer.



bin

cushion

floor

let's play!
Be the first to say which one IS NOT in the picture! You can use reactions/emojis to

answer.



bin

cushion

floor

let's play!
Be the first to say which one IS NOT in the picture! You can use reactions/emojis to

answer.



ceiling

blanket

bedside 
table

let's play!
Be the first to say which one IS NOT in the picture! You can use reactions/emojis to

answer.



ceiling

blanket

bedside 
table

let's play!
Be the first to say which one IS NOT in the picture! You can use reactions/emojis to

answer.



sofa

blanket

cushion

let's play!
Be the first to say which one isn't in the picture! You can use reactions/emojis to answer.



sofa

blanket

cushion

let's play!
Be the first to say which one isn't in the picture! You can use reactions/emojis to answer.



carpet cushion coffee table

Your home
Which of the things below do you have at your house? Where are they?

There are a few extra words. Discuss them if they are new for you. 

armchair

sofa wardrobe mirror

bedside table blanket chest of drawers bin sink

blinds curtains cupboard fridge oven microwave oven

Play the guessing game (one
person explains the word,
other players guess). 



Read the descriptions of the rooms. Match them to the photos.
Put the numbers into the boxes. 

Guess the room
There is a big blue sofa with many white cushions
and a blanket on it. There is a beautiful square
picture on the wall. The view is fantastic!  
 It’s very stylish. There is a black and white carpet
on the floor and a little plant on the coffee table.
The room is modern and  minimalist. There is just
a dark sofa with a coffee table next to it. There are
also two lamps.
There are lots of pictures on the walls. There is a
huge bed under the pictures.
There is a huge yellow  and black sofa. It is also a
kitchen. There are 3 chairs and a table, where you
can eat, and a place where you can cook.
There is an armchair with a cushion in front of the
brick wall. In the centre of the room there is a
round rug (carpet). There are a lot of plants next
to the shelves.
This room is beautiful. There are 2 yellow
armchairs and a white coffee table.
This room is really small. It  is at the same time a
kitchen and a bedroom.
Create your own description. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.



Read the descriptions of the rooms. Match them to the photos.
Put the numbers into the boxes. 

ANSWERS
There is a big blue sofa with many white cushions
and a blanket on it. There is a beautiful square
picture on the wall. The view is fantastic!  
 It’s very stylish. There is a black and white carpet
on the floor and a little plant on the coffee table.
The room is modern and  minimalist. There is just
a dark sofa with a coffee table next to it. There are
also two lamps.
There are lots of pictures on the walls. There is a
huge bed under the pictures.
There is a huge yellow  and black sofa. It is also a
kitchen. There are 3 chairs and a table, where you
can eat, and a place where you can cook.
There is an armchair with a cushion in front of the
brick wall. In the centre of the room there is a
round rug (carpet). There are a lot of plants next
to the shelves.
This room is beautiful. There are 2 yellow
armchairs and a white coffee table.
This  room is really small. It is at the same time a
kitchen and a bedroom.
Create your own description. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
1

2

3 4

5

6

78

9



Read the descriptions below. Guess who is whose neighbour (logical task). 
Put the numbers into the boxes only when you are 100% sure. 

Guess the neighbour

1.We are not at home, that's why the lights are off. 

3. My cat often sleeps on the windowsill.

4.My flat is on the second floor. I like drinking coffee or tea with my friend next door. 

5. The people next door are not at home. But I can hear meowing in the other flat.

6.We can hear two neighbours on our floor chatting while drinking coffee. 

7. I am planning to go out, but before I need to water my plants. 

8. I live next to a lovely couple. There is also a man who loves reading in the flat above. 

9. I am going for a run with my friend from the flat above after she finishes her coffee. 

2. We aren't at home, but we left the window open. 



Now read the descriptions below. Guess who is whose neighbour (logical task). 
Put the numbers into the boxes only when you are 100% sure. 

8

2 5 3

9 1

64

7

1.We are not at home, that's why the lights are off. 

3. My cat often sleeps on the windowsill.

4.My flat is on the second floor. I like drinking coffee or tea with my friend next door. 

5. The people next door are not at home. But I can hear meowing in the other flat.

6.We can hear two neighbours on our floor chatting while drinking coffee. 

7. I am planning to go out, but before I need to water my plants. 

8. I live next to a lovely couple. There is also a man who loves reading in the flat above. 

9. I am going for a run with my friend from the flat above after she finishes her coffee. 

2. We aren't at home, but we left the window open. 

ANSWERS



present simple present continuous

Present Simple and present continuous contrast 

The cat lady who lives next door is watering
our plants this week.We always water our plants.

now now/this week

Things which are always true. Water boils
at 100 degrees.
Permanent situations. Kate lives in New
York.
Habits or things we do regularly.I drink
coffee every morning.
We use the present simple and not
continuous with stative verbs:  be, want,
cost, need, belong, like, love, hate, dislike,
fear, know etc.

Things which are happening at the
moment of speaking.The water is boiling
now, so you can put in the pasta.
Temporary situations. Kate is living in
Boston for a few months (usually she lives in
New York).
Temporary or new habits. I'm drinking too
much coffee these days because I'm so busy at
work.



present simple present continuous

Present Simple and present continuous contrast 

The cat lady who lives next door is watering
our plants this week.We always water our plants.

now now/this week

usually, sometimes, always, never, often,
seldom, on Mondays, every day...

+ I/you/we/they + V 
    he/she/it + V(+s/es/ies) 
 - I/you/we/they + don't + V 
    he/she/it + doesn't + V 
? Do + I/you/we/they + V 
   Does +he/she/it + V

now, at the moment today, this week,
Look! Listen!

+ Subject + am/is/are +V+ing
 - Subject + am/is/are +not +V+ing
? Am/Is/Are + subject+ V+ing



Present Simple and present continuous contrast 
Match the sentences (1-2) with the rules  (a-g).

a)things which are always true;
b)temporary or new habits;
c)temporary situations;
d)with stative verbs;
e)things which are happening at the moment of speaking;
f)permanent situations;
g)habits or things we do permanently.

1.I am drinking more tea these days, because it's winter and I am always cold.
2.She lives in a small house with her family.
3.Jane drinks tea every evening.
4.My mum wants to go for a walk today.
5.My mum is walking with her friend now. 
6.She is living in a small house, because she has sold hers.
7. The sun rises in the east.



answers

a)things which are always true;
b)temporary or new habits;
c)temporary situations;
d)with stative verbs;
e)things which are happening at the moment of speaking;
f)permanent situations;
g)habits or things we do permanently.

1.b.   2.f.   3.g.   4.d.   5. e.   6.c.   7.a

1.I am drinking more tea these days, because it's winter and I am always cold.
2.She lives in a small house with her family.
3.Jane drinks tea every evening.
4.My mum wants to go for a walk today.
5.My mum is walking with her friend now. 
6.She is living in a small house, because she has sold hers.
7. The sun rises in the east.



Present Simple and present continuous contrast 

1.A lot of people in the USA _____________________ not only English, but also Spanish.
2.Listen! She_____________________Spanish. I can understand some words. 

speak

understand

3.I _____________________ what you are saying! You are speaking too fast!
4.Sarah _____________________ and supports me in all situations. 

walk

5. She _____________________ near the house, I can see her from the window.
6.My dad always _____________________ with me on Sundays.  

water

7. I_____________________ the plants in my flat every day. 
8.My friend_____________________ the plants in our flat this week, because we
are in the village. 

Use the present simple or present continuous to complete the sentences below.
They can be affirmative or negative.



know

work

drink

bark

Present Simple and present continuous contrast 

9. I _____________________  this word. Can you translate it for me? 
10.She  _____________________ everyone here, she is very friendly and talkative.

11. Sam _____________________on the new project, so he is very busy today.
12.My mum _____________________at a bank. 

13. They _____________________coffee at the moment.
14.She_____________________tea, she prefers coffee. 

15. Listen! That dog _____________________ so loudly! Let's see what's
the problem.
16.Dogs _____________________ a lot! That's the way they communicate
with people. 

Use the present simple or present continuous to complete the sentences below.
They can be affirmative or negative.



ANSWERS

1.A lot of people in the USA speak not only English, but also Spanish.
2.Listen! She is speaking Spanish. I can understand some words. 

speak

understand

3.I don't understand what you are saying! You are speaking too fast!
4.Sarah understands and supports me in all situations. 

walk

5. She is walking near the house, I can see her from the window.
6.My dad always walks with me on Sundays.  

water

7. I water the plants in my flat every day. 
8.My friend is watering the plants in our flat this week, because we are in the
village. 

Use the present simple or present continuous to complete the sentences below.
They can be affirmative or negative.



know

work

drink

bark

9. I don't know this word. Can you translate it for me? 
10.She  knows everyone here, she is very friendly and talkative.

11. Sam is working on the new project, so he is very busy today.
12.My mum works at a bank. 

13. They are drinking coffee at the moment.
14.She doesn't drink tea, she prefers coffee. 

15. Listen! That dog is barking so loudly! Let's see what's the problem.
16.Dogs bark a lot! That's the way they communicate with people. 

Use the present simple or present continuous to complete the sentences below.
They can be affirmative or negative.

ANSWERS



Let's play!
Here is a fun board game

to practice speaking in the
present simple andcontinuous tenses.

https://view.genial.ly/63c881d32ad186001743060f
https://view.genial.ly/63c881d32ad186001743060f


You don’t need to describe
every detail. Just try to talk

as much as possible.

 
 

a very simple apartment tour
Watch the video. Pay attention to the furniture and details. Get ready to give a tour around the flat.

Watch the video again and describe what you see while watching.

Useful phrases and words:
There is/ there are…
I can see…
Next to/ above/ below/
behind/ in front of/ on…
beautiful, dark, light, modern,
comfortable, small, old,  cozy,
tiny.

https://youtu.be/69LnlusTOKM
https://youtu.be/69LnlusTOKM
https://youtu.be/69LnlusTOKM


Quizlet 
Revise the words for the next lesson. Use this Quizlet set.  You can also play different games to

practice or even test yourself in the Quizlet app or on the site.

https://quizlet.com/_cng08i?x=1jqt&i=4vrgxy
https://quizlet.com/_cng08i?x=1jqt&i=4vrgxy


Thank you!

https://instagram.com/stromkin.english?igshid=YWJhMjlhZTc%3D

